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Islamic banking emerged rapidly to fulfil the financial needs of
Muslim consumers, by using different viable modes of Islamic
financing. These tools of financing were designed to avoid riskfree return, unjustified increase of money on money and
uncertainty. To make these tool authentic, in all Islamic bank,
Shariah board members are the pillar of the management
structure. The presence of renowned scholars in a bank actually
helps to increase the worth of a Shariah financial brand as they are
the one who oversee and supervise the activities of banks.
However, it is noticed that confusion and misperception exist
generally about Islamic banks due to lack of devising authentic
products, modes of structure and operational default. To identify
the customer perception about Shariah scholars, Online Survey
was conducted. In total 92 respondents participated. With that, 14
top Islamic bank websites (Bahrain, Lebanon, Nigeria, Saudi
Arabia,
Srilanka, Indonesia, Bangladesh, UAE, Pakistan,
Malaysia, Kuwait, Jordan, Eygpt, Oman) was observed to figure
how they have given importance and exposure to the Shariah
board members. The findings suggested that web-marketing could
highlight the role of Shariah scholars so that both users and nonusers of Islamic banks were able to learn more about the
machinery of Islamic financial products. In addition, Shariah
board scholars should consciously reconsider and review their
past and present approaches so as to perform better in the future.
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1. Introduction
The concept of Islamic banking emerged with Islamic economic theoretical work (Hasan al Banna
1949, Abu A'la Mawdudi 1940, Muhammad Baqir AlSadr 1960) undertaken from 1940 onwards. Early
Islamic economic theoretical work mainly criticised the materialist ideologies of capitalism and socialism
(Chapra, 2000). It urged Muslim countries to reform their banking system according to Islamic
injunctions. To gain real profit, they stresses on the avoidance of riba, avoidance of uncertainty and high
risk to the banks. After theoretical consideration by early Muslim economists, some countries, including
Egypt, Malaysia and Pakistan implemented practical initiatives during 1950-1970 to establish Islamic
banking on a small scale (Chachi, 2005). However, the greatest challenge at the initial stage was to set up
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a religious standard in banks with no real model to follow. The process of establishing Islamic banks was
slowed down by such initial difficulties. However, it later accelerated during early 1980s, due to
economic setbacks many Muslim countries discussed theoretical initiative and perspective to establish a
riba-free banking system.
Islamic banks such as Islamic Development Bank (Saudi Arabia) and Dubai Islamic Bank (UAE)
established before 1976 started their banking operation without any Shariah board of their own, but
invited scholars to consult on their banking activities as well as to seek fatwa on specific transactions
(Kahf, 2002). The concept of the Shariah board was started for the very first time in 1976 at Faisal
Islamic Bank of Egypt, which consisted of selected Egyptian religious scholars (Kahf, 2002). Then the
tradition of appointing one or more Shariah scholars with the knowledge of fiqh muamlat (Shariah
transaction law) (Kahf, 2002).The main roles and responsibilities of Shariah boards in Islamic banks are
to verify and issue a report that instruments, documentation, and product structures are according to
Islamic economic values (Suleiman, 2000; Haron and Shanmugam, 1997). Also, approving new modes or
structures for products and having consultation on difficult interpretation (Karim, 1990; Grais and
Pellegrini, 2006). With that, deduction of Zakat or disposal of any non- Shariah compliant earnings is a
part of their role and responsibility (Grais and Pellegrini, 2006).
1.1. Literature review - Shariah scholars compensation, competency and consistency issues
Islamic bank products and activities were regarded as being highly dependent on the credibility of
Shariah advisors (Kahf, 2004). Every Islamic bank has a Shariah Committee with a different number of
members. Conventional banks offering Islamic products also gained Islamic credibility by hiring topranking and popular Shariah scholars (Mathews, 2005). Bahraini national Sheikh Nizam Yaquby was the
most popular Shariah scholar, holding 77 positions in gulf and international banks. The second most
popular Shariah scholar was Syrian national Abdul Sattar Abu Ghuddah. With a PhD in Islamic Law from
AlAzhar University Cairo, Egypt, he was found to give Shariah advice at 72 positions in Gulf and
international banks). Two prominent Shariah scholars from beyond the Middle East region who played
key Shariah advisory roles were Dr. Mohammed Daud Bakar from Malaysia, who sat on 22 boards, and
Muhammad Taqi Usmani from Pakistan, who was a member of nine Shariah boards (Fund@Work,
2009). It is indicated that highly paid scholar are closely associated with the banks’ management and
likely to approve whatever was recommended by them (Wilson, 1994).
For appointing Shariah board members in each country, difference existed in the procedures aswell. In
Malaysia, restrictions prevent Shariah advisors from serving in multiple banks; therefore, a Shariah
advisor can be a member of only one financial institution’s Shariah Committee and Shariah Advisory
Council at Central Bank of Malaysia oversees all the issues of Islamic banking (Hasan, 2007). However,
in the GCC, regulators have imposed no restrictions in this respect (Wilson, 2009).
The competency issue arose because of the number of scholars with limited information about
practical banking; indeed, some board members were qualified more in Islamic jurisprudence than in
economics, finance or accounting, and tended to lean on the simple rulings of earlier Islamic scholars
(Iqbal and Molyneux, 2005). Due to lack of consensus on what qualifications and experience needed for
the Shariah scholars in Saudi Arabia (Abbas, 2008), the majority of scholars academically specialised in
Islamic jurisprudence, and only a few in law or economics. About 90% of Shariah board members were
graduates of Shariah institutions, whereby the command of foreign languages and banking experience
were not requirements (Asaad, 2007). Therefore, Islamic banks were limited to only a few sets of
financial instruments because of the lack of ready provisions for risk management and low availability of
analysis tools. This actually slowed down the process of introducing, structuring and innovating new
Islamic banking products (Sanusi, 2007; Vogel and Hayes, 1998; Iqbal and Mirakhor, 1999; Siddiqi,
2001).
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With the presence of Shariah scholars, issue of the Islamic finance brand was critically analysed by
ElGamal (2007) "First a prohibition is invoked to create market demand for an Islamic alternative. Then
using the method of financial engineering, we bundle or unbundle various contracts, possibly using multi
steps, to synthesize the ostensibly forbidden practice. Finally, the Islamic brand name for synthetic
alternative is established by using Arabic names for the product contracts that are marketed as well as for
institutions that market them. And retaining the consulting service of religious scholars, whose name may
be familiar to potential customers prior to their involvement in Islamic finance or by virtue of marketing
campaigns to establish their legitimacy"(p.10).
Haron (1998) and Dusuki and Abozaid (2007) felt that this criticism prevailed because Islamic banks
neglected the profit-loss sharing investments that were considered the essence of Islamic banking
(Ahmed, 2005; Ali, 2007). Muḍārabah and Mushārakah two modes of finance ensure justice by allocating
resources efficiently, and creating a stable financial system and growth in economy (Khan, 1983; Iqbal
and Molyneux, 2005; Errico and Farahbaksh, 2001). Due to practical issues (adverse selection and moral
hazard risk issues, costly, high-Risk and lack of long-investment projects), only 5% of the transactions of
Islamic financial institutions used Muḍārabah and Mushārakah (Kamali, 2005; Dar and Presley, 2000);
Wilson, 1999; Saeed, 1996 p. 76-95; Aggarwal and Yousef, 2000 p. 106; Vogel and Hayes, 1998 . Some
financial institutions started assuring/guaranteeing safe and secure profits in Mushārakah and Muḍārabah
transactions to make their products more appealing to customers. In this way, these institutions broke the
basic law of Islamic finance that requires linking rewards to risks (Warde, 2000, p.5). If profit were
guaranteed despite loss, and payment made on a monthly or quarterly basis, the risk factor would be
eliminated, making the profit resemble interest. Conversely, to gain certain profits and to facilitate their
developments, Islamic banks have depended on some limited and controversial modes of operation
(Murābaḥah/Bayʿ bithaman ājil). Islamic banks occupied a higher share (80%-95%) on Murābaḥah
financing, but theoreticians of Islamic banks were highly critical of the replacement of ‘interest’ with
‘mark-up- fixed-return’, a penalty for delay in payment and bearing lower risk (Aggarwal and Yousef,
2000; Errico and Farahbaksh, 2001; Saeed, 1996; Aggarwal and Yousef, 2000; Dusuki and Abdullah,
2007). Element which distinguish Murābaḥah from conventional transactions are: simplicity, lawfulness,
existence, deliverability, precise sale price, profit known to the customer, bank exposure to risks at each
stage of transaction (Iqbal and Molyneux, 2005; Saeed, 1996; Usmani, 2002). However, scholars believed
that Murābaḥah would be an easy way for Islamic banks to abolish ribā (usury) if they followed its
techniques correctly (Chapra, 1992). Another Bayʿ al ‘inah is used as a legal device (ḥīla) and necessity
(ḍarurah) as a justification to avoid ribā-based finance (Dusuki and Abozaid, 2007; Masum Billah, 2004).
Due to the practice of converting interest-banking products to Islamic ones, some believed that Islamic
banking was Ḥīla banking (legal tricks). Khurshid Ahmad (1994) also pointed towards the issue that
banks played tricks to make themselves eligible for a return on banking operations. Under this model, the
banks would not actually buy, possess, sell or deliver the goods; rather, the transaction would merely be
assumed to have taken place. By signing a number of purchase, sale and transfer documents, they might
fulfil a legal requirement, but would do so by violating the spirit of the prohibition of ribā.
Variation in decisions and different rulings caused confusion and unpredictability among customers, as
well as Islamic banks and conventional banks providing Islamic services (Wilson, 1994; Warde, 2000
p.228). Lewis and Algaoud (2001) drew attention to the issue that Shariah boards could reverse a
previous decision and declare it un-Islamic; also, the board of one school of thought might approve some
modes of finance while other schools of thought might reject them. Similarly, scholars of the Middle East
criticised Malaysia for indulging in hiyal (use of extra legal to find the solution) by introducing dubious
modes of finance to become a worldwide Islamic finance hub (Nienhaus, 2007; Haron, 2004). On the
other hand, however, the Middle East (Saudi Arabia and Bahrain) allowed Tawarruq for Islamic credit
cards and personal finance (El Gamal, 2003), a mode of finance considered unacceptable by some
scholars because of high risk, high cost, complexity and the element of ambiguity in transactions (Al
Masri, 2006). Saudi consumers complained about the confusion arising, because of so many fatwas (legal
opinions) as to what was a Shariah compliant financial product and what was not. The actual problem was
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that no central Shariah advice, monitoring or professional standards were available. All banks based their
portfolio decisions on the advice of internal Shariah advisory boards (Arab News, 2005; Wilson, 2004).
Due to such concerns, Shariah boards and Islamic banks should re-consider their approaches and
behaviour to gain customer confidence (Kahf, 2004). Studies have found that Islamic bank product
charges were high compared to conventional products, which disappointed consumers (Metawa and
AlMossawi, 1998; Zaman and Movassaghi, 2002; Khan and Bhatti, 2006; Anwar, 2001; Rosly 2003,
p.28). The literature also reported that some Islamic banks or conventional Islamic divisions or branches
were charging (US $16-26) or more according to the card type, aside from the annual fees – which meant
that the banks were receiving ‘interest’ whether the customer used the card or not (Asharq AlAwsat,
2008). According to the literature, the costs of Islamic bank products were high because of the asset
involvement and risk involved during the process (Usmani, 2002). Islamic product costs also included
Shariah board members’ fees and the legal and administrative charges (Zaman and Movassaghi, 2002).
These issues prevailed because of the lack of internationally accepted guidelines or a standard reference
for Islamic bankers to follow. The literature has insisted on several occasions upon the need to form a
council where scholars from different schools of thought and experienced senior Islamic bankers would
be able to discuss theoretical, practical, emerging and sensitive issues of Islamic finance (Iqbal and
Molyneux, 2005). Due to a lack of regulations and supervisory structure, senior bankers have continued
to express their dissatisfaction with the development of the supervisory and regulatory mechanism in
Islamic banking (Lodhi and Kalim, 2005).
If Shariah banks were to keep following the same technique, they would remain behind in the market,
and that could harm their reputation (Anwar, 2000). These actions may help Islamic banks grow in the
short term, but in the long term, they could damage their reputation and create the misunderstanding that
the system is similar to an interest-based system operating under the disguise of profit. Due to insincere
practices and insufficient efforts, it was asserted that Islamic banks had failed to resolve operational
loopholes and to achieve the real Islamic economic objective. Such practices and criticisms of Islamic
banks by scholars also evoked several questions of morality in the minds of consumers:
Q1: Does the practice of Islamic banks adopt a real strategy to avoid interest or do they simply change
the name using Islamic financial terms but copying conventional products to market their products?
This criticism Islamic banks was facing that they either stick to a limited structure of products, or
modify or adopt the offerings of conventional institutions to move forward quickly in the market (Anwar,
2000). Apart from the issue of modifying conventional product structures, the main criticism was that
Islamic banking catered specifically for wealthy customers (Tahir, 2003; Dasuki, 2008; Kahf, 2004). This
had a heavy effect on the reputation of Islamic banks.
Q2: Do Islamic banks charge hidden rates?
Probing further into the issues raised by previous literature, it was revealed that Islamic banking
product charges were generally high or costly compared with conventional banking products, while
disregarding the unique Islamic product rules and requirements (Metawa and Almossawi, 1998).
However, some scholars justified the practice of charging administrative charges because of the
involvement of assets in each transaction (Anwar, 2000; Zaman and Movassaghi, 2002).
Q3: Are Shariah advisors actually performing their role in developing products, or they are just
approving and ‘rubber-stamping’ products?
Limited number of Shariah scholars and different Shariah interpretations leading to a loss of
confidence in the industry. Divergent opinions of scholars have created confusion in the industry (Zaman
and Movassaghi, 2002; Grais, 2006). Zaher and Hasan (2001) conducted a comparative study of 15
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countries and deduced that the lack of regulatory framework in Islamic financial institutions posed a great
challenge for Islamic banks in terms of formulating uniform standards and policies.
Q4: Is Islamic and Shariah related communication and marketing is clear to customers?
Literature indicated that there is lack of communication with customers and insufficient effort to build
relationship by Islamic banks and also lack of service, product and marketing inconsistencies (Dar, 2004;
Karbhari et al., 2004; Al Zaabi, 2007; Hassan, 2007; Haron and Ahmad, 2000; Hamid and Nordin, 2001;
Maran et al., 2010). Furthermore, homogenous Islamic financial brands and monotonous loyalty
marketing made it difficult to differentiate between Islamic and conventional financial strategies (Kahf,
2004). The literature indicated that most Islamic banks marketing messages did not inform their potential
customers clearly about the factors that makes them religiously and ethically correct (Wahib, 2007). Kahf
(2002) and Wilson (2005) drew attention to the fact that the publicity material and annual reports of
Islamic banks did not tell the reader more than that “the bank’s operations are in Shariah compliance”.
Simply stating that ‘a product is Shariah-compliant’ was found to be insufficient. The literature also
stressed that Islamic banks needed to provide correct, sufficient and clear information about the governing
principles of Islamic deposits and investment (Kahf, 2004; Rice and AlMossawi, 2003; Wilson, 2005).
The literature further indicated that Islamic banks’ websites focused more on graphics and serving
advertising purposes than on technical support to customers (Wilson 2005). Wilson (2005) also stressed
the fact that Islamic bank websites should give more explanation about how ribā can be equated with
interest and usury, and should elaborate on the principles used by the banks for financing instruments.
Also, Islamic banks’ annual reports should be different from the conventional banks’ reports by spelling
out a vision based on Islamic principles (Lodhi and Kalim, 2005).
1.2. Research method
There was not a single research that study general perception of customers regarding Shariah Scholars
and also evaluate Islamic banks website to understand the presence and exposure of Shariah scholars on
Islamic bank websites. It is believed that the findings and suggestions of this research would be beneficial
for the Islamic banking sector, helping to repair relationships with customers and to construct appropriate
web-marketing of Shariah scholars’ exposure in future. To understand customer perception, short online
survey was constructed. And it was posted on Islamic banking social media and networking platform in
the month of June 2017. Within six months, 92 respondents filled the survey.
To understand customer perception, short online survey was constructed. And it was posted on Islamic
banking social media and networking platform in the month of June 2017. Within six months, 92
respondents participated and filled the survey. The questionnaire contain following questions.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Gender
Are you using Islamic banks?
Nationality and Country of Residence
Do you know every Islamic bank have some Shariah scholars who monitor the transaction?
Do you think customer consider Shariah board Scholars’ name while choosing Islamic Banks?
Do you think there is a need to inform consumer more about Shariah board member names,
activities, and their experience?
What will be the best way bank can use to educate consumer about Shariah board members?
To develop more strong relationship with consumers, what suggestions you would like give to
Islamic banks and their Shariah scholar members?

Along with the survey, this research further makes an attempt to explore the presence of Shariah
Scholars on fourteen Islamic bank websites. Fourteen Islamic banks were selected from the list published
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by Global Finance Magazine as Best Islamic Financial Institutions- Country wise (8 May, 2017). The list
contain 24 best Islamic banks but for this research selected fourteen banks (Table. 1). Few Islamic banks
were not selected due to language issue and also spacing issue. Researcher accessed to selected Islamic
bank websites on 12 December 2017 to discover how they portray about shariah scholars on their bank
website, Is it significant or it is limited? During country winners best Islamic bank website evaluation,
five factors were observed, which are as follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Number of scholars at bank
Visible and accessible link about Shariah scholar at the webpage
Qualifications of scholars
Pictures of scholars
Copies of fatwa

Table 1. List from Global Finance Magazine-Best Islamic financial institutions (May 2017)
Best Islamic Financial Institutions 2017- Country wise
Islamic Bank Website Shariah board information
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.
11.
13.

Al Baraka Islamic Bank, Bahrain
Jaiz Bank, Nigeria
Amanah Bank, Srilanka
Shahjalal Islami Bank, Bangladesh
Meezan Bank, Pakistan
Boubyan Bank, Kuwait
Faisal Islamic Bank of Egypt, Egypt

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.
12.
14.

Arab Finance House, Lebanon
Al Rajhi Bank, Saudi Arabiq
Bank Muamlat, Indonesia
Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank, UAE
MayBank, Malaysia
Jordan Islamic Bank, Jordan
Bank Nizwa, Oman

1.3. Research findings
1.3.1.Online consumer survey findings
Below are the key points of the conducted online survey:
A. Survey findings reveal that 61% were Male respondents.
B. 71% using Islamic bank products and services.
C. The respondents were from Pakistani living in Pakistan, Asians living in Saudi Arabia, Asians and
Arabs in UK, Bangladeshis, Malaysian, Indonesians, Mauritius, Saudis, Jordanian and Emiratis.
D. The result further shows that 51.11% of respondents are not aware that Islamic bank has Shariah
scholars who monitor the transaction.
E. Do you think customer consider Shariah board scholars’ name while choosing Islamic banks?
40% respondents agree that they consider while 60% do not consider.
F. Do you think there is a need to inform consumer more about Shariah board member names, activities,
and their experience?
89.13% says yes.
G. What will be the best way bank can use to educate consumer about Shariah board members?
TV and Website/Social Media are the most preferred way.
H. To develop more strong relationship with consumers, what suggestions you would like give to Islamic
banks and their Shariah scholar members?
Educating and creating consumer awareness more about products and Shariah board role.
Structuring products considering according to pure Islamic values-establish trust and transparency.
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1.3.2. Top fourteen Country winners Islamic bank websites evaluation findings
According to Table 2 (in the Appendix section), the results are extracted during observing best 14 country
winners Islamic bank websites for five factors.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Number of scholars at bank: Among fourteen banks, highest numbers of scholars (six members)
found only in two banks May Bank and Shahjalal bank only .
Visible and accessible link about Shariah scholar at the webpage: Seven banks stated about
Shariah scholar link top left under ‘About us’ tab, four banks used Top right located under
‘About us’. Three banks placed tab at the bottom of the webpage. Among all fourteen banks,
Shahjalal Bank link for Shariah scholar was very accessible.
Qualifications of scholars: Seven banks stated the qualification of scholars and seven banks did
not.
Pictures of scholars: five banks posted picture of their Shariah scholar members.
Copies of fatwa: two banks only provided copies of fatwa on the same page.

2. Suggestions and recommendations
2.1 Elevating the role of shariah board and portraying them significantly on islamic bank websites
This research suggest to increase the presence of Shariah scholar on Islamic bank websites more clear
and visible. Through this research it is found that in most cases, the shariah scholar information is found
under ‘About us’ tab. Therefore ‘About us’ link need to be the most noticeable on the homepage. And
after clicking ‘About us’ it further lead to Shariah scholar tab which should include: Number of scholars
at bank, Qualifications or Recent Achievement of scholars, Pictures of scholars and Copies of fatwa.
Dedicating an area to users with facts about organization and its history, employees, scholars and Islamic
values helps in conveying certain impression. To be exactly in identifying how many users are clicking
or accessing ‘About us’ page, Islamic banks should measure the click and visitor numbers and time they
spend on that page. They really need to identify, is ‘About Page’ is one of the most-visited pages on their
site?. In all case, Islamic banks need to make it easy for users to have a user-friendly and accessible
‘About us’ page. Incase if information is too much on ‘About us’ the users have to keep scrolling to read
then in that case for easy navigation it is advisable to create a separate link on the main webpage about
Shariah scholar.
The findings of this research suggested that, whether customers considered Shariah scholars’ names or
not while choosing Islamic banks, it was still the responsibility of the Islamic bank to disclose the names
and qualifications of their Shariah Supervisory Board. Pictures of scholars and email addresses could be
added to banks’ websites to enable customers to communicate directly with Shariah scholars. This could
remove misconceptions about Islamic banking products and services.
To defend a bank’s Islamic credibility, the goals enshrined within Islamic financial institutions’
mission statements should serve as a foundation for strategic planning, delivering brand service,
structuring cost-effective products and motivating staff. More importantly, it should also make customers
believe that the elements of mission and vision mentioned in the statement are not exaggerated and
artificial, or used only as a formality.
Literature indicate that the most important element overall are those related to honesty portrayed in the
advertisement (Purnama and Safira, 2017) further literature also agreed that Muslims should not be
considered as a homogenous group and that differences exist even between people of the same religion
and nationality. Thus, this emphasizes the need for marketers to really understand the target market that
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they are trying to reach so that the consumers by their advertisements. To maintain a competitive edge,
their role could be further enhanced by engaging them in resolving external and internal complaints,
screening new employees and training new Shariah scholars (Al Nasser, 2009). They should be cautious
about certifying any lavish and extravagant ventures, as excessive spending on unproductive projects
certainly does not contribute significantly to the community at large, and for that reason must be
considered contrary to Islamic values
As literature highlighted that competency in advising and standardisation of Shariah opinion is still
present challenges for Islamic banks. The shortage of Shariah scholars might limit the development of
new products. Therefore, there should be a proper programme for training young Shariah scholars in
banks. Senior scholars can play an important role in bridging this gap. A Shariah-conscious vision is
required to move in the right direction. The role of Shariah scholars may be further enhanced by their
input in other banking business processes. For example, scholars could play a constructive role in the
recruiting process and in developing marketing materials.
Experienced Shariah advisors and senior Islamic bankers should share their experiences with graduates
and employees of Islamic banks and conventional banks that offer Islamic products, so that they
understand the operational and theoretical issues more clearly. To have more flow of scholars, “Shariah
Scholar Stresses Need to Form Mega Islamic Institution.” (Khaleej Times, 2007). To strengthen
confidence and to increase the transparency factor, the literature believed that Islamic banks needed to
disclose the functions of Shariah advisory board and any Shariah-compliant projects that were different
from conventional banks (Abdel Khaleq, 2004).
The expectation of Islamic banks was that they should fulfil Islamic economic objectives and
contribute socially and morally to society (Dusuki, 2003; Kahf, 2004; Usmani, 2002). In reality, it is
unfortunate that Shariah banks have put less effort into developing products for low income consumers.
Scholars insisted on the fact that Islamic banks needed to fill the gap by efficiently utilising financial
resources and introducing new agriculture finance, education finance and health finance products for the
needy, including pensioners, widows, orphans, and rural consumers (Dusuki and Abdullah, 2006; Tahir,
2003; Kahf, 2004). Such a commitment by Islamic banks could balance profit maximisation with social
objectives (Haron, 1995; Dusuki, 2003). Wartick and Cochran (1985) therefore believed that
maximisation of profit should not be the only criterion for judging banking performance. Rather, the
performance of Islamic financial institutions should be evaluated with reference to their contribution to
meeting social responsibilities (Hasan, 2005).
Most senior Saudi Shariah scholar, Sheikh Manea, revealed his anxiety that individual scholars
developed most of the Islamic banking products themselves rather than making any serious efforts to
promote Islamic banking products and services by the official Saudi Central Bank (Emirates 24/7,
2010).To harmonise the different opinions, there is a need has undoubtedly arisen to collaborate with the
regulators and scholars of all schools of thought, to centralise all decisions, to discuss Shariah
transactional issues and impending operational Islamic banking issues, explore solutions (particularly for
any controversial products), and if needed conduct a fresh ijtihād on emerging Islamic banking issues.
Amid such controversy, the best outcome would be to achieve ijma’ (consensus) on the subject, not only
nationally but among other Muslim countries as well. Close cooperation and networking among Shariah
scholars, bankers, lawyers and economists would be required to discuss major issues of Shariah
transactions and to provide consensus on the issues (Lodhi and Kalim, 2005). The output of such
cooperation would have a greater effect than independent input from each scholar.
The lack of regulatory institutions has consistently posed a great challenge to the development of
uniform standards and policies (Zaher and Hassan, 2001). Over the years, a few infrastructure institutions
(Accounting and Auditing Organisation for Islamic Financial Institutions, Islamic Financial Services
Board, International Islamic Rating Agency and International Islamic Financial Market) have developed
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to support accounting standards, regulation, supervision and risk management of Islamic banking. The
only concern was that these standards were not being applied seriously by all the countries (Garas, 2007).
To implement Islamic values more seriously, Shariah orientation would be required to build
transparent Islamic financial brand identification, attribution, performance and image. Shariah boards
should emphasise a Taqwa-centric approach to remove not only riba but also ribah (doubtful) elements
from transactions. With reference to that, the literature also suggested that Shariah scholars need to do
much more than their main responsibilities of directing, supervising, reviewing and monitoring bank
operations. Simply making an extra donation in the case of error in a transaction should not absolve
Shariah scholars of their primary responsibility. Consultation, advice, and righteousness in decision, are
required, as encouraged in the Quran. Rewarding results and success can only be achieved by the
application of Taqwa. Taqwa is a conscious state of mind in which the fear and love of Allah, supremacy
and presence of Allah, and watchfulness of Allah and distinction between good and bad develops to
pleases him.
Some verses in Quran indicating the virtue of Taqwa:
•

Surah Al Maidah: The bad and good are not
equal, though the abundance of bad may make
you happy: so fear Allah, O men of
understanding, that you may be successful
(5:100).

•

Surah Al Baqarah: The best provision is Taqwa.
So fear Me, O men of understanding! (2:197).

•

Surah Al-Ma'idah: Help you one another in
AlBirr (virtue) and Taqwa; but do not help one
another in sin and transgression (5:2).

•

Surah Al Ĥujurāt: The most honourable of you
with Allah is that (believer) who has Taqwa.
Verily, Allah is All Knowing, All-Aware (49:13).

Accessibility between consumers and Shariah
members to answer their concerns/doubts or queries
Creating Authentic and Rational marketing
campaign approval
Structuring Islamic product structures
Balance between profit maximization and CSR
factor
Educating / advising new Shariah scholars

•

•

•

Surah Tagabun: Therefore fear (Taqwa) Allah as
much as you can, and hear and obey and spend, it
is better for your souls; and whoever is saved
from the greediness of his soul, these it is that are
the successful (64:16).
Surah Tauba: Is it then he, who laid the
foundation of his building on piety (Taqwa) to
Allah and His Good Pleasure, better, or he who
laid the foundation of his building on an
undetermined brink of a precipice ready to
crumble down, so that it crumbled to pieces with
him into the Fire of Hell (9:109).
Surah Al Imran: But yes, whoever fulfills his
commitment and fears (Taqwa) Allah - then

Experienced scholars sharing their experience

Disclosure of information for fairness

More active representation on Media and Social
Media
More Shariah scholar collaboration on regional and
international level

Fig.1.indeed,
Integration
of Taqwa
and fear
Shariah
conscious vision for significant role of Shariah scholars
Allah loves
those who
Him (3:76).
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APPENDIX
Table 1. Evaluating fourteen bank Website-Shariah board details of best listed Islamic banks countrywise (Source: Global Finance)

Shariah board details on Islamic bank website of top 14 country wise winners
1
Al Baraka
Islamic Bank

2
Arab finance
house

3
Jaiz Bank

4
Al Rajhi
Bank

Bahrain
1 chairman
2 members

Lebanon
1 chairman
4 members

Nigeria
1 chairman
5 members

At the top left,
‘About us’
heading, click on
Shariah board.
Third scholar
link is not
active…no
information is
found

At the top right
‘About us’
heading , need to
click on the tab ‘
Advisory
committee of exp
erts’

√

At the very top
right ‘About us’
heading then
after clicking
‘shariah
supervisory
board’ tab found.
At the bottom of
webpage Shariah
supervisor board
tab is found
again
√

Saudi Arabia
1 chairman
1 vice chairman
3 members
At the very
bottom of
webpage ‘About
us’ heading after
clicking a tab ‘
shariah group’
again click then
names can be
found.

√

×

√
×

√
×

√
×

×
√

5
Amanah Bank

6
Bank Muamlat

7
Shahjalal Islami
Bank

8
Abu Dhabi
Islamic Bank

Indonesia
1 chairman
2 members

Bangladesh
1 chairman
6 members

Under the top
left heading click
‘About us’ and
then click on
Management
Muamlat

Left side bar,
very clearly
stated ‘Shariah
Supervisory
Committee’
heading found
then click info
found- House
address is
mentioned

UAE
1 chairman
1 vice chairman
3 members
At the Bottom of
webpage click
‘About us’ and
then Shariah
board – just list
found

√

√

×

×

×
×

√
×

×
×

×
×

Srilanka
Number of scholars
Visible link at the
webpage

Qualifications of
scholars
Pictures of scholars
Copies of fatwa
about product

1 chairman
1 vice chairman
3 members
At the top right
‘About us’ the
click Shariah
supervisory
council
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9
Meezan Bank

10
Maybank

Pakistan
1 chairman
2 members

Malaysia
1 chairman
6 members

At the top right,
‘About us’ heading,
click on Corporate
profile scroll down.
Scholars name and
detail found

At left side ‘About us’
heading found and
toward the right side
there are 6 boxes and
one of them is Shariah
Committee.

At the very bottom
right side under ‘About
us’ heading, Shariah
committee is stated no
click required. There is
a voice listening found
which was reading the
text on webpage.

Qualifications of scholars

√

√

×

Pictures of scholars

×

√

Copies of fatwa about
product

×

√
In English and Malay
language-the most
detailed fatwa database

Number of scholars
Visible link at the
webpage

Also Ask a scholar
option found

11
Boubyan Bank

12
Jordan Islamic Bank

13
Faisal Islamic Bank

14
Bank Nizwa

Kuwait

Jordan

Egypt

1 chairman
3 members

1 chairman
1 vice chairman
2 members
At the botton left
‘About us’ found then
and the click on
Shariah supervisory
board. Only names are
found.

×

1 chairman
1 vice chairman
3 members
Under the top left
heading click ‘About
us’ and then there is a
tab of ‘Technical and
Administrative
bodies’ click and full
page of text found,
scrolling down at the
end shariah scholar
names found
×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

Oman
1 chairman
2 members
Under the top left
heading of ‘About us’
and then click on
Shariah board tab

×

